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Abstract  
This is a beginning and a foundation to build upon a style and understand the art of 
splashing and sprinkling colours on dimensional surfaces (Canvases). In fact, the 
essence is to teach your self this technique of painting developed by Mu’azu 
Mohammed Sani since 1982, using this study as your guide, perhaps, without any 
supervision at all. It is therefore, meant for all institutions, art students, art teachers 
and art lovers, in short all categories of people who may want to try their hands in this 
existing art technique to understand the developmental stages of executing this style of 
painting. 
 
Introduction 

Mu’azu Mohammed Sani’s splashing and sprinkling technique is an 
unconventional method of painting.  It is basically a style of painting that has the touch 
of conventional method with more of the experimental approach and does not require 
the use of brushes or other conventional painting materials. According to Bonibaiyede, 
(1997), “Sticks, tins and liquidized colours are used by Sani to execute this technique”. 
In this regard therefore, this style had existed in another form before the author’s time. 
Mu’azu Mohammed Sani the innovator of this technique has his own approach and 
might not be the same with some renowned artists that worked in this area, the most 
popular being Jackson Pollock whose works are known and classified as “action 
painting“ by O’Connor and Thaw (1978). Bonibaiyede, (ibid),   “the basic 
characteristic feature of Pollock’s paintings is their absolute abstraction, while 
Mu’azu’s approach has more of impressionistic and a less abstracted finish”. In another 
word, his style is a mixture of Pollock and figurative expression.  
 

Mu’azu’ splashing technique is indeed a deviation from the known action 
paintings, the existing and obvious differences maybe in subject matter, planning and 
execution.  Other artists, like Jackson Pollock, that worked in this area also seemed to 
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tow the same line of abstraction.  In his (Mu’azu) approach, he plans his sketches on 
canvas or surfaces by introducing any composition of interest before splashing. 
According to Annabel (1995), that “on any finished splash painting, human figures 
were achieved against a background of depth and space except if abstraction was 
intended”. Babalola (1995) affirmed that “Mu’azu was able to develop this technique 
because of the quest for uniqueness”. His early experiments were done with studio oil 
colours and later discovered that enamel paint was another agreeable medium and more 
especially in achieving effects that he found that he could not achieve with the normal 
studio oil colours; this was found equally unconventional. Enamel paints are already 
liquidized, thereby easing the trouble of liquidizing as compared to the studio oil 
colours. Consequently, enamel as a splashing medium can be used directly from the 
tins. 
 

Mu’azu first experiment with studio oil colours was a success then and so are 
the subsequent ones. However, around 1983 when he ventured into the use of Enamel 
colours he did not meet with immediate success, although he later discovered where 
and why he went wrong.  But Mu’azu later achieved a mastery of the use of enamel 
paint for   expression in painting. The author must mention here that with that 
experience Mu’azu was now able to conceive, categorize, create effects and develop 
stages of executing his style of painting. An attempt of easy to follow steps or stages 
adapted, described every step from beginning to the end of the painting to take you till 
the end was tried to be achieved in this form. Bennell (1993), in his book “A Practical 
Guide to Decorative Technique considered the step by step experiments conducted over 
the years as of great help to the realization of such innovative art expressions . 
 
The Stages 

Splashing technique or any other painting techniques require stages. It is 
understood that no painting can be completed according to Harrison (1998), “without 
the beginning, the middle and the end” which may be considered the developmental 
stages of how to achieve a successful painting with splashing technique. In this style of 
painting therefore, 4 groups are identified as developmental stages. These stages, if 
followed the understanding of this technique will be faster. 
 
Stage 1: Sketch and preliminary study. 

After the canvas was primed and ready for the painting, you are required to 
make sketches on the canvas just like the conventional method of starting a painting. 
The sketch often highlights only the basic forms or shapes of the composition, as 
shown below: 
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1. Sketch Using Brush & Oil.  Source: M.M. Sani.            2. Sketch Using Charcoal. 
Source: M.M. Sani.  
 

It is a matter of choice if you want to use your brush and colour to start this 
stage of sketch and preliminary study. As observed by Harrison (1999), that “some 
times, artists prefer to use charcoal or pencil in making their sketches on their canvases 
before starting his or her painting”. By this, the primary purpose is for you to see your 
composition or seeing your sketches on your canvas before moving to the next stage.  
Before you move, make sure you are indeed satisfied with the sketches you made on 
your canvas. There is also the need to make sure the composition has all the relevant 
requirements of drawing, such as proportion, balance, use of space and so on. 
 
Important: Do not advance until you make all the proper corrections and make sure 
you are satisfied with the sketches on your canvas. 
 
Stage 2: Colour Identification. 

When the first stage is completed, you will find it easier to lay the sketched 
canvas flat on the floor for colour identification. You may wish to stand the work on 
easel to apply your choice colours. This stage is to enable you paint the whole 
composition on the canvas by using colours of your choice in identifying figures, 
dresses, sky, ground, and so on. For example you should use one colour for the entire 
face, another for the dress and others for the background and other parts of the objects 
or figures on the canvas. 
 

After this stage, you are then ready to start the next stage. It is important to 
allow complete drying if enamel paint is used before starting the 3rd stage. With this, 
one can avoid unnecessary smudge effect that you may not need. Therefore, let us 
categorize this stage, colour identification, into 5 classifications for clarity of purpose 
and understanding;  
1: Colour identification of the sky.  
2: Colour identification of the ground. 
3: Colour identification of the buildings and trees if any. 
4: Colour identification of figures and their dresses. 
5: Colour identification of areas you consider shadows that appeared or fall on the 
objects. Here black colour was used. 
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3. A Certified Sketched and the Beginning of Colour Identification. Artist M.M. 

Sani, Source: M.M. Sani’s Collection 2000. 
 
And as presented in pictures below: 

 

 
 

1: Colour Identification Of The Sky. Artist M.M. Sani.  Source: M.M. Sani’s 
Collection 2001. 
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2: Colour Identification of the Ground. Artist M.M. Sani. Source: M.M. Sani’s 
Collection 2001. 

 
 

 
 

3: Colour Identification of Figures And Their Dresses. Artist M.M. Sani. Source 
M.M. Sani, 2001. 

 
Note: You may also colour identify your composition in a more painterly manner.  
There is no problem with such. The author prefers to use this method so that it will be 
easier for everybody. Also you may loose out if you don’t colour identify your 
composition properly or at all. The sketches or composition may disappear after the 
splashes are done more especially if you had done high density splashing. That means 
this stage is very important that you are advised not to overlook it. 
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5: Colour identification of areas you consider shadows that appeared or fall on the 

objects. Here black colour was used, though here Colour identification was in 
progress. Artist M.M. Sani. Source: M.M. Sani’s collection 2000. 

 
Stage 3: The splashing. 

The splashing here means sprinkling liquidized colours on your canvas using 
sticks. Colours at this point are already liquidized into small containers of moderate 
sizes of your choice. Now to splash, you lay the canvas flat on the floor  
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Un Finished Splashing. “Tired Trader” 1999, Enamel On Canvas, Source: M.M. 
Sani’s Collection. 
 
and deep the stick in any liquidize colour, preferably lighter colours first, then ending it 
with darker ones and splash on the canvas still lying flat on the floor of your studio or 
outside. While Splashing, you assume a standing position and stoop over the canvas on 
the floor and splash around the canvas while moving round and round depending on the 
intensity of the colours wanted at a particular area.   
  
Note: splashing technique may course the colours to drip if the canvas is erected on the 
easel. So the option so far is for the canvas to be flat on the floor. 

 
M.M. Sani Splashing Colours After Colour Identification Was Successful. 

Source: M.M. Sani’s Collection 2000. 
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The uncontrollable dropping of colours on the canvas is the most interesting 
part of the style. For example, Ratcliff (1994), states that “you may  wish a  red colour 
to drop on a particular part of the face (canvas) but ends up on your legs”, which means 
some effects may be accidental and some may be difficult to achieve – it is interesting. 
To splash, you hold the container in any hand that is convenient for you and the stick 
on the other. It has to be a convenient way for you and dip the stick, then immediately 
remove and splash. As you dip and latter remove the stick, it will usually come out with 
colours around the area that touched the paint. So it is the colours that will splash on 
the canvas by leaving the stick and dropped on the canvas and around. Outdoor 
splashing allows more waste because there will be more air blowing around while in 
the (indoor) studio the air is less and much controlled. 
 
Note: You are to allow the colours on the canvas to dry after about splashing 2 to 3 
different hues of colours before continuing again – this is to avoid smudging effect. 
 
Warning: When painting or splashing you should allow the doors and windows of your 
studio opened because of the chemical stuffiness that might course damage in your 
internal system. 
 
Stage 4: Finishing. 

This has to do with how you are to conclude your painting when you are 
through with the splashing. It is the stage where white paint and black paint plays an 
important and prominent role. Peter and Murray (1976) define finishing in art to mean 
“polishing, framing, use of vanish and so on”. In this case therefore, finishing means a 
different thing entirely and was developed into various ends. It is thus described as the 
very end part of a work, part of final touches before appending your signature. It is the 
time when you will say yes this work is okay now and I am indeed satisfied. Like with 
some art works, finishing comes in after you had appended your signature, while in this 
case finishing comes in before your signature as the case may be.  
 

Mu’azu’s splashing technique these days has various ending in terms of the 
technique of finishing. You are to decide how you want to actually finish your painting, 
so various finishing has been identified and discussed in this paper. It is hoped that as 
you progress with your experiments, you may also develop more outside those 
mentioned. 
 
Important: Works that are in full abstract forms, such as those that may not have 
figures will not require any specific finish under the categorized finishing. But the total 
body may have an effect of splashing technique discussed. 
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The Artist, M. M. Sani Finishing A Painting. See White Is Been Used To Start The 

Finishing. 
 
General Finishing 

When you are through with the splashing and every thing is dried, you will find 
that the composition is consumed with the splashes, more especially if you had done 
the high-density technique. In this case you cannot leave the work as finished painting, 
since the intention was a complete work showing the earlier composition, then finishing 
comes in, by bringing out the composition using white and black colours. 
 
White Colour/Paint 

In this case, white paint stands for finishing areas that light falls on or an area 
that has light in your composition. This colour helps in achieving solidity (three 
dimensional) effects in painting when you are using this splashing technique. More 
especially if the composition is basically to achieve the three dimension (3D).  
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White enhances this work, “Caravan”, 2000, Enamel on Canvas, 180 X 350 cm, 

Source: M.M. Sani’s collection. 
 

Black Colour/Paint  
This colour is used in this type of finishing to portray the dark or the shadow 

areas of your composition. It is also one of the best media that can adequately suggest 
solidity in splashing technique. 

 
Linear Finished work, “Grazing”, 2005, Enamel on Canvas, 80 X 100 cm, Source: 

M.M. Sani’s. 
 
Important: Finishing may be determined by the main effect you want to create or 
achieve on your canvas. 
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Black and white was used prominently, “Argungu Fishing”, 1999, Enamel on 

Canvas, 40 X 60 cm. Source: M.M. Sani’s collection. 
 

Note: The use of black and white colours in finishing your painting is mostly restricted 
to figurative composition and they are colours you cannot overlook when you are into 
splashing technique. 

In this stage, you will find it tough to identify your composition, then the 
solution is for you to hang the work and move back ward for about 5 meters or more 
and observe the work, stare at it and the composition will appear to you. Having the 
colour identification already existing on the figures or composition and also serving as 
the background, it will becomes more noticeable while the figures becomes clearer as 
one moves some distance away from the work. But if the splashes are light density, this 
could easily be identified without moving back ward. 
 
Warning: Make sure the work is properly dried before you hang it on the wall or on 
the easel for viewing, because if it is hung wet, then you may have unwanted drip effect 
(smear or smudge). 
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People Admiring Paintings In Splashing Technique Before The Exhibition 

“Mu’azu@ 40”Was Opened, 1999, Source: M.M. Sani. 
  

You may use white colour to get or re-sketch out some of the basic action and 
basic shapes in the composition lightly without disturbing the splashes and the mother 
composition already on the canvas, while the work is still hanged on the wall or 
alternatively on the easel, during the course of viewing. Then lay the work on the floor, 
this time the real use of white colour and black colour comes in. White is used here to 
show the direction of light falling on the figures or objects, while black is used to show 
the shadows and dark areas. 

Some white will be splashed or sprinkled on some areas in the composition for 
some basic high lights and black will also be used to give some blends and solidity.  

After everything is dried you need to give the work sometimes or some hours 
to study it, because you may discover some slight mistakes to be corrected or adjusted. 
Having done all these process, it is therefore; considered the end of a successful 
painting using the splashing technique. Finally you can now append your signature. 
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At Colour Identification Level, The Work Was Layed Flat On The Ground 

And First Colour Was Splashed, “Tim Tim Tim Kwal II”, 2000, Enamel 
On Canvas, 180 X 300 Cm, Source: M.M.  Sani’s. 

 

 
Fully Finished And Signed, “Tim Tim Tim Kwal II”, 2000, Enamel On Canvas, 

180 X 300 Cm, Source: M.M. Sani’s. 
 

Important: Black and White colours are the usual colours for finishing; you may wish 
to use any other colour of your choice. The essence was for you to pick the two 
traditional colours that was been used to finish this type of technique Mu’azu 
developed, but you are encouraged to explore other colours outside those mentioned 
earlier. 
 
Summary  

Having known the general way of executing the sketch and the preliminary 
study to finishing your art using splashing techniques, then there is a need to know that 
through this technique, you can achieve various interesting effects that you can achieve, 
depending on you the artist and how you can explore and experiment. 
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Concluding Notes   
It is pertinent to note that the success of this stage “Colour Identification” is the 

beginning of a successful painting in splashing technique. Except perhaps you want to 
paint like Jackson Pollock (Total abstraction – non figurative). However, every stage of 
this technique is equally very important.  

At the end of the painting, if there is a structural problem that means the 
drawing or sketches was done wrongly. It is there fore, important once more to make 
sure drawings are done proportionately and correctly. In the case of abstraction then 
your problem will be less and you may bother less about proportions. When finishing, 
it is important to always wait for colours applied to 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Detailed: The Artist, M. M. Sani Finishing A Painting Source:  M.M. Sani’s 
Collection, 1998. 

 
dry before applying another one. For example you wait for the white colour to 

dry properly, before applying the black colour, otherwise you may have a smudge 
effects that you don’t need at this stage. 
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